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1. Introduction

4. Results

The human earcanal remains mostly an unchartered territory:
earcanal shapes and dimensions are unique to each individual and
despite recent advances in 3D scanning, the capture of the
earcanal’s exact geometry remains challenging. Nevertheless, the
proper selection of an intra-aural hearing protector often requires
that the earcanal size be estimated. Therefore, several tools -such
as earcanal and concha gages- have been developed over the
years to quickly and approximately assess one’s earcanal
dimensions and recommend the appropriately matching earplug
size. In this anthropometric study, sparked by the lexical similarity
in French between the noun for the little finger (auriculaire) and
the adjective related to aural parts (auriculaire), we explore
whether Nature did not provide a suitable earcanal sizing tool... at
the tip of our fingers.
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2. Objectives

Individual earcanal & finger profiles

Individual geometric correlations: finger vs. earcanal

Evaluate the potential of using the little finger
geometry for selecting correctly sized earplugs
1) Highlighted a zone in little finger & earcanal geometric profiles that
is suitable for linear regression calculation
2) Evaluate the degree of this correlation for several individual profiles
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3)
Find the best location in the little finger to maximize the chance
to obtain the highest degree of correlation over a group

3. Materials and methods
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Mean value: R 2 = 0.87±0,1

3)

Group geometric correlation
RR22

Ø Data collection : 8 participants - 16 geometries
From the human body towards the discretized geometry
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5. Conclusions and futur works
Ø High degree of correlation for individual match
Ø Geometry comparisons & Correlation coefficient
computations:

Ø A zone has been highlighted to maximize the chance
to obtain the highest correlation over a group

1) Individual earcanal & finger profiles:
Cross section perimeters along the associated 1D-axis

Ø Increase the panel of subject to confirm the results

2) Computation of individual geometric correlation
(Individual R2):
Earcanal vs. finger cross-section perimeters and associated
coefficient correlation

Ø Explore other geometric characteristics

3) Computation of group geometric correlations (Group R2):
Evolution of R2 by scanning group cross section earcanal perimeters
and computing the associated regression coefficient to each group
finger cross section perimeters

RESEARCH PARTNERS

Ø Develop a tool to select correctly sized earplug
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